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Abstract— Rate-based congestion control is effective and still
simple for traffic management in ATM networks. As one of
practical realization schemes, Enhanced Proportional Rate Con-
trol Algorithm (EPRCA) has recently been proposed and ad-
opted as a standard by the ATM Forum. While EPRCA can
offer a desirable feature in steady state, the queue length con-
siderably grows when the active number of connections on the
link becomes large, which is so called a “large VC’s problem.”
In particular, when the large number of VC’s starts cell trans-
mission at same time, the rate-control does not work well. We
present an analytic result to give a deep insight into this prob-
lem for three types of switches suggested in EPRCA. Further,
we demonstrate that a prioritized switch which can limit a max-
imum queue length at an appropriate level.

I. INTRODUCTION
Congestion control plays an essential part for efficient traffic
management in ATM networks. Recently, rate-based conges-
tion control is adopted by the ATM Forum for ABR (Available
Bit Rate) service because of its simplicity for implementation
and scalability from local area to wide area networks. In rate-
based congestion control, the cell transmission rate at source
end system is controlled by feedback information from the net-
work. The source end system increases cell transmission rate if
the network is not congested. Once the network is congested, the
source end system decreases its cell transmission rate after it re-
ceives congestion indication. For more detailed description of
rate-based congestion control for ATM networks, refer to [1, 2].

Several analytic studies for the rate-based control scheme
have already been made [3, 4, 5]. For example, Yin et al. ana-
lyzed a dynamical behavior of the rate-based congestion control
with timer-based approach [5]. In their model, the source end
system changes its cell transmission rate regularly at every fixed
time interval. However, it has already been found that this ap-
proach causes problems in some situations [6]. Henceforth, an
improved rate control algorithm called Enhanced Proportional
Rate Control Algorithm (EPRCA) is recently proposed in [7],
which has been adopted by the ATM Forum as a standard for the
rate-based congestion control scheme for ABR service in ATM
networks.

EPRCA defines source and destination end systems’ beha-

vior, and suggests three types of switches, EFCI bit setting
switch (EFCI), Binary Enhanced Switch (BES) and Explicit
Down Switch (EDS). Each switch has different functions against
network congestion. In the companion paper [1], we have in-
troduced and analyzed three types of switches in the above as
well as the prioritized switch which has a capability to give pri-
ority service to control cells over data cells. While the analysis
presented in [1] exhibits the effectiveness of EPRCA switches
in steady state, a careful analytic treatment is necessary when the
large number of connections share the link. Since the aggreg-
ate rate of the active connections is increased rapidly in such a
circumstance, the queue length tends to be unacceptably large.
This tendency becomes distinguishable when multiple connec-
tions start cell transmission at same time. This is known as a
“large VC’s problem”, and is one of serious problems against ef-
fective rate-based congestion control, which is our main subject
of the current paper.

In this paper, we analyze an initial transient behavior of the
above-mentioned switches by a similar approach taken in [1].
Different from the one in [1], however, we explicitly model the
emission time of RM cells to explore the initial transient beha-
vior of the system. By assuming that all connections begin their
cell transmission simultaneously, we will show a dynamical be-
havior of EPRCA and a minimum buffer requirement for each
of switches.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Our analytic
model for EPRCA is presented briefly in Section II. Section III
is devoted to the analysis of three switches. Our concluding re-
marks are presented in Section IV.

II. ANALYTIC MODEL
In this paper, we provide the initial transient analysis for three
types of EPRCA switches using the same model as in our com-
panion paper [1]. For details of our analytic model and defini-
tions of parameters, refer to [1].

In [1], we have analyzed evolution ofACR�t� (allowed cell
rate for each connection), andQ�t� (queue length at the switch)
in steady state. As shown in that paper, as the number of con-
nections becomes large, the queue length tends to be extremely
large especially in the case of the EFCI switch. This tendency
becomes unacceptable in the case where the large number of



connections starts cell transmission at same time. It depends on
IMR andICR, which are initial values ofMACR andACR,
respectively, and our analysis in the current paper will exhibit
the effect of those parameter values on the initial transient beha-
vior of the switches.

SinceICR can be chosen freely, one may consider thatICR
should be set to be small enough so that the queue length does
not become large. As shown in the numerical examples, it is
true if one can know the number of active connections (NVC) in
advance. However, in the actual network environment, it may
be difficult. Furthermore, a smaller value of fixedICR cannot
achieve high utilization of the link whenNVC is small. In this
paper, we provide the analysis of an initial transient behavior of
rate-based congestion control for givenNVC andICR to ex-
ploit the suggestive control parameters by assuming that (1) the
switch has infinite capacity of the buffer, and that (2) the source
end system always has cells to transmit. Therefore,ACR�t�
is equivalent to the actual cell transmission rate. Besides three
types of switches, we will also treat a prioritized EDS switch
(PEDS). As will be shown in numerical examples, the maximum
queue length can be considerably decreased by PEDS.

III. INITIAL TRANSIENT STATE ANALYSIS
When several connections start their cell transmission at the
same time, queue length at the switch grows considerably un-
less control parameters such asICR (Initial Cell Rate) are set
properly. This tendency becomes unacceptable as the number
of connections is large. This is known as a “large VC’s prob-
lem”. It can be evaluated by the initial transient analysis, which
is presented in this section. The difference between the approach
taken in the previous paper [1] and the one in the current paper is
that in the initial transient analysis, the transmission time of RM
cells should be carefully treated in the analysis to investigate the
initial behavior of queue lengths at the switch. Especially, in the
case of EDS switches, transmission times of RM cells are expli-
citly taken into account as will be presented in Subsection III-C.

A. EFCI Switch
In this subsection, we analyze the initial transient behavior of
the allowed cell rateACR�t� and the queue lengthQ�t� of the
EFCI switch for a givenICR to show that an appropriate choice
of ICR plays an important role for achieving effective control
while suppressing the maximum queue length to an appropriate
value. The latter is important for buffer-dimensioning in design-
ing ATM switches.

1) Derivation of ACR�t�:
Figure 1 show pictorial views ofACR�t� andQ�t� of the EFCI
switch in the initial transient state forICR � BW�NVC . The
evolution ofACR�t� andQ�t� is classified into two categories
according to the relation betweenICR andBW�NVC . To see
this, we will deriveACR�t� andQ�t� from now on. Here, we
should note that a more rigorous treatment is required regard-
ing the above classification because it should also be affected by
other parameters as will be shown in the below.

We first divideACR�t� into phases, each of which has a dif-
ferent form dependent on the congestion status of the switch.
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Fig. 1: Pictorial View of EFCI Switch (ICR � BW�NVC ).

There are three types ofACR�t�.
� Type 1:ACRd�t�
ACR�t� is decreased exponentially.

� Type 2:ACRiu�t�
ACR�t� is increased and the offered load to the link is below

its capacityBW .
� Type 3:ACRio�t�
ACR�t� is increased and the offered load to the link is beyond

its capacityBW .
In the case ofICR � BW�NVC , ACRd�t�, ACRiu�t�,

ACRio�t� appears in this order (see Fig. 1). Then,ACRd�t�
andACRio�t� are repeated. On the other hand, a cycle consist-
ing ofACRd�t� andACRio is repeated in the case ofICR �
BW�NVC . Let us denoteACRi�t� and the correspondingQi�t�
asACR�t� andQ�t� of Phasei:

ACRi�t� � ACR�t� ti���� � � t � ti�

Qi�t� � Q�t� ti���� � � t � ti�

whereti is the time when Phasei terminates. Furthermore, the
length of Phasei is defined byti���i � ti � ti��.

Each source end system transmits an RM cell followed by
data cells at time 0. Until it receives the first RM cell, itsACR
is decreased exponentially. At time�sx, the RM cells arrive at
the switch. At this time, the switch is not congested, and the
RM cells will be returned to the source. In actual, it takes one
cell time for the switch to handle each RM cell. Then, it may be
queued up during processing RM cells when the number of con-
nections is large. However, we assume that all RM cells from
sources are transferred simultaneously by the switch. Since the
queue length is 0 at time�sx, all sources will increaseACR



at time�sx � �xds � � by receiving the first backward RM
cell. The next phase is determined by the relation betweenICR
andBW�NVC . Type II (ACRio�t�) appears whenNVCICR �
BW (Fig. 1), and Type III ifNVCICR � BW . In what
follows, we first deriveACRd�t�, ACRiu�t� andACRio�t�.
Then, evolution ofACR�t� andQ�t� is shown by determining
the length and the initial value of each phase.

The derivation ofACR�t� andQ�t� has already been presen-
ted in [1]: ACRd�t�, ACRio�t� andACRuo�t� correspond to
ACR��t�, ACR��t� andACR��t� in [1], respectively. Refer
to [1] for more details.

2) Evolution of ACR�t� and Q�t�:
In this subsection,ACR�t� andQ�t� are derived by taking the
same approach presented in [1]. In what follows, we present de-
rivation in the case ofICR � BW�NVC due to lack of space.
� ICR � BW�NVC

In this case,ACR is decreased until the first RM cell is re-
turned to the source end system att � � . Therefore,

t� � �

ACR��t� � ACRd�t�� � � t � t��

Q��t� � �� � � t � t� � �sx�

where the initial value ofACR��t� is ICR. ACR is then in-
creased until reaching at the valueBW�NVC .

ACR��t� � ACRiu�t�� � � t � t���

Q��t� � �� �sx � t � t�� � �sx�

The timet�� is given by as

t�� � ACR��
� �BW�NVC� � �

During Phase 3, the queue length grows and RM cells are re-
turned with a fixed intervalNVCNRM�BW andACR is in-
creased according toACRio�t�.

ACR��t� � ACRio�t�� � � t � t��

Q��t� �

Z t

x��sx

�NVC ACR��x� �sx�� BW �dx�

�sx � t � t�� � �sx�

wheret�� is a solution of

Q��t��� � QH �

In what follows, we will use the conventiont�� � Q��
� �QH�

for brevity. After the queue length reaches the threshold value
QH , ACR is again decreased.ACR is then increased whenQ
becomes the lower threshold valueQL.

Last, we note that for later phases, the steady state analysis
presented in [1] can be applied.

3) Maximum Queue Length:
In this subsection, we show the maximum queue length for
ICR � BW�NVC .

� ICR � BW�NVC

As shown in Fig. 1,Q�t� reaches at its maximum value during
Phase 4. Let the queue length take its maximum valueQmax at
tmax. Then, we have a relation

Qmax � Q���tmax�

tmax � ACR���BW�NVC� � �sx

4) Numerical Examples:
In this subsection, some numerical examples for the EFCI
switch are provided. In these examples, bothQH andQL are
identically set to 500, and other control parameters are set to the
suggested values shown in [7].
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Fig. 2: Effect of Propagation Delay onQ�t� in EFCI Switch
(NVC � ��).
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Fig. 3: Effect ofNVC onQ�t� in EFCI Switch (� � ���� msec).

The effects of the propagation delays onQ�t� are displayed
in Fig. 2 for NVC � ��. Since a larger value of� causes
slower congestion notification, the queue length is built up ini-
tially. Therefore, it is hard to directly apply EFCI switches in the
case where we interconnect LANs located in the long distance.
After then, the queue length is cyclically fluctuated.



Figure 3 showsQ�t� for different values ofNVC . The
propagation delay between the source and destination end sys-
tems are set to be 0.05 ms (around 2 km) as a typical value for
a LAN environment. It is obvious that the largeNVC causes an
increase of the maximum queue length even in the case of short
propagation delays.
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Fig. 4: Effect of Initial Transmission Rate onQ�t� in EFCI
Switch (NVC � ��).

A possible solution for decreasing the maximum queue length
is to setICR properly. In Fig 4, the different values ofICR are
used in the case whereNVC � �� and� � ����. As can be seen
in the figure, appropriateICR can decrease the maximum queue
length to some extent. However, it requires to know the active
number of connections,NVC , in advance. If it is difficult to es-
timate it, we need (1) faster congestion notification achieved by
the BES switch which will be presented in the next section, or
(2) explicit rate reduction by EDS switch in Subsection III-C.

B. BES Switch

1) Analysis:

In our current model, the analysis for EFCI switches obtained
in Subsection III-A can be directly applied to the BES switch
by replacing the parameter�xds with �sx. In the BES switch,
when the queue length is betweenQH andDQT , the conges-
tion notification is selectively performed usingMACR. There-
fore, if MACR is started with a small value at time 0, conges-
tion is notified to the source end system if the queue length ex-
ceedsQH according to the control algorithm. However, in the
current study, we want to estimate the upper bound of maximum
queue length in the initial transient state. Thus, we assume that
MACR is started with a rather large value so that the source
end system is not notified of congestion even when the queue
length becomesQH . This situation takes place when a num-
ber of connections simultaneously starts cell transmission after
a single connection has been occupied the link. To avoid this,
some mechanism might be required for the BES switch so that
if the link is not used during a some period,MACR is reset to
its initial valueIMR.
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Fig. 5: Effect of Propagation Delay onQ�t� in BES Switch
(NVC � ��).

2) Numerical Examples:
To see the effect of fast congestion notification of the BES
switch, the different values of the propagation delays are used
to illustrate Fig. 5. Here the propagation delays�sx (from the
source end system to the switch) and�xd (from the switch to the
destination end system) are set to be identical. The initial value
of MACR, IMR, is set toBW . As described in the previ-
ous subsection, the threshold valuesQH is not meaningful in the
current analysis, andDQT is set to be 500 which is identical to
QH of the EFCI switch. By comparing with Fig. 2 for the EFCI
switch, superiority of the BES switch is obvious. For example,
the maximum queue length can be decreased from 1700 to 1200
when� � ���ms.
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Fig. 6: Effect of Switch Location onQ�t� in BES Switch
(NVC � ��).

The location of BES switch affects its performance. Figure 6
shows evolutions ofQ�t� for different�sx’s while the number of
connections and the distance between the source and destination
end systems are fixed (NVC � �� and�sx � �xd � ���). This
result indicates that as the switch is located near the source, the
maximum queue length is decreased because of faster conges-



tion notification to the source. However, the BES switch is help-
less regarding the large VC’s problem. The maximum queue
length cannot be decreased even if the BES switch is introduced
when�sx is large relative to the end-to-end propagation delay.

C. EDS Switch
1) Assumptions:
In addition to the assumptions introduced in Section II, the fol-
lowing assumptions are made in analyzing the EDS switch.

(1) The number of connections is large such thatNVC �
BW�ICR. The conditionNVC � BW�ICR is ideal in the
sense that the number of cells initially accumulated at the switch
buffer can be eliminated, as has already been shown in EFCI
switches. Therefore, we only consider the former condition to
investigate the worse case.

(2) Each connection sends a first RM cell att � �. Then, it
is followed by data cells. Lett�n be the time when the switch
processesn-th forward RM cell sent by the source and carries
out EDS operations, i.e., an update of MACR.

t�n � �n� ��
NVC�NRM � ��

BW
� �sx�

Here, we assume that RM cells from all sources are processed
at timet�n while, in actual, it takes one cell time to handle each
RM cell. If the queue length is aboveQH , the estimation us-
ingMACR is performed according to the algorithm. As in the
case of the BES switch,MACR is assumed to begin with a
large value. Further, we introducetn which is the time when the
source end system possibly receivesn-th RM cell for major rate
reduction. Such a case takes place when the switch revives the
backward RM cell and the queue length exceedsDQT .

tn � �n� ��
NVC�NRM � ��

BW
� ��

wheret� is defined as 0.
(3) The rate reduction toER � MACR � ERF does not

take place because an initial value ofMACR is large by our as-
sumption.

2) EDS Switch without Priority Control:
In this subsection, we treat the EDS switch without priority con-
trol in which the RM cells and data cells are emitted in a FIFO
order at the switch.

Before derivingACR�t� andQ�t�, we introduce two ad-
ditional functions;ACR��t� andMACR�t�. Let ACR��t�
be ACR recognized at the switch. This is required because
ACR�t� is the rate of the source at timet, but due to the queuing
delay at the switch,ACR which the switch recognizes at timet
is notACR�t� �sx�. Actually,ACR��t� is given as;

ACR��t� � ACR

�
BW

NVC�NRM � ��
�t� �sx�

�
�

Inversely,ACR of the source end system at timet is recognized
at the switch at time

NVC�NRM � ��

BW
�t� �sx��

At time t�n, if the queue length is aboveQH , MACR�t�
begins to be updated usingACR contained in the RM cell.
We assume that RM cells from the numberNVC of sources
are processed at the switch at same time, i.e., the switch cal-
culatesMACR throughACR’s contained in RM cells from
NVC sources immediately without delay. This assumption gives
MACR�t� as

MACR�t�n� � ACR��t�n���� ��� AV �NVC���

���� AV �NVCMACR�t�n��� (1)

whereAV is an average factor. Note thatMACR�t�n� becomes
identical toACR��t�n� whenNVC ��. We haveMACRn�t�,
which is defined asMACR�t� for tn��sx���xd � t � tn���
�sx � ��xd as

MACR��t� � IMR� � � t � t� � �sx � ��xd�

MACRn�t� �

ACR��tn � �sx � ��xd�
�
�� ��� AV �NVC��

�
���� AV �NVCMACR�tn � �sx � ��xd�

n � �� tn � �sx � ��xd � t � tn�� � �sx � ��xd�
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Fig. 7: Pictrial View of EDS Switch with Major Reduction.

Using the above functions, we now obtainACR�t� andQ�t�.
LetACRn�t� beACR�t� for tn � t � tn���n � ��. Then, we
have (see Fig.7)

ACRn�t� � ACRn���e
�
ACRn���
MD

�t�tn�� tn � t � tn��

where the initial valuesACRn��� are given as

ACR���� � ICR� (2)



ACR���� �

����
���

MACR��tn � �sx��MRF�
if Q��t� � �sx� � DQT

ACR���sx � �xd� �NRM �AIR�ADR��
otherwise

(3)

ACRn��� �

����
���

MACRn�tn � �sx��MRF�
if Qn���tn � �sx� � DQT

ACRn���tn��
otherwise

(4)

Here, we should take account of possibilities of major rate re-
duction.

The corresponding queue length is determined as

Q��t� �

Z t

�sx

�
NRM � �

NRM
NVCACR��x� �sx�� BW

	
dx�

�sx � t � t� � �sx�

Qn�t� � Qn���tn � �sx�

�

Z t

tn��sx

�
NRM � �

NRM
NVCACRn�x� �sx�� BW

	
dx�

tn � �sx � t � tn�� � �sx�

In the below, we will derive an formula for the queue length
just before the first major reduction, which is likely to happen at
time t� in the case of the large number ofNVC . First the queue
length at timet� � �sx is given by

Q��t� � �sx� �
NRM � �

NRM
NVCMD ��� e�

ICR

MD
� �� BW �

Then the queue length at timet� � �sx is given by

Q��t� � �sx� � Q��t� � �sx�

�
NRM � �

NRM
NVCMD ��� e�

ACR����

MD

NVC �NRM���

BW �

�NVC�NRM � ��� (5)

whereACR���� was given in (3).
Here, we have assumed that the queue length at timet���sx�

��xd is beyondQH , and that the queue length at timet� � �sx
exceedsDQT . Due to the lack of space, we omit the condition
that this case takes place, but it is easily obtained. The condition
that the queue length does not increase aftert� is given by

NVCACR���� � BW

where

ACR���� � MRF ICRe
�
ICR

MD

�
�� BW�sx

NVC �NRM���

�
�

As will be shown in the numerical examples, the above queue
length does not always give the maximum value at the initial
transient state. However, in (5), we have a free design parameter
MRF , and it can prevent the queue length to unacceptably be-
come large.

3) EDS Switch with Priority Control:
In this subsection, the prioritized EDS switch is evaluated where
the RM cells are given preferential service at the switch via

Head-of-Line priority discipline, i.e., the RM cells are always
served if any at the switch buffer. The additional assumptions
for the analysis to be tractable are described below.

(1) The bandwidth available to the data cells is given by sub-
tracting the bandwidth for high priority RM cells from the total
bandwidth, i.e.,

BW
NRM

NRM � �
�

(2)ACR��t� equals toACR�t� at timet��sx because of pref-
erential service to RM cells, that is, the RM cell is processed im-
mediately on its arrival at the switch.

ACR��t� � ACR�t� �sx�

Therefore, we neglect the delay due to contention among RM
cells.

(3) n-th backward RM cell arrives at the switch at timetn �
sn � � wheresn satisfies

Z sn

�

ACR�t�dt � �n� ��NRM � (6)

That is, we need not take account of queuing delay of RM cells
due to its priority service.

The definition ofACR�t� is just same as in the case of the
EDS switch without priority control. The queue length at the
switch is then obtained as

Q��t� �Z t

�sx

�
NVC ACR��x� �sx�� BW

NRM � �

NRM

	
dx�

�sx � t � t� � �sx

Qn�t� � Qn���tn � �sx�

�

Z t

tn��sx

�
NVC ACRn�x� �sx�� BW

NRM � �

NRM

	
dx�

n � �� tn � �sx � t � tn�� � �sx�

If the first major reduction occurs at timet�, the queue length
at timet� � �sx is given as

Q��t� � �sx� � Q��t� � �sx�

�MDNVC��� e�
ACR���� t�

MD �� BW �t� � t��
NRM

� �NRM
�

where

Q��t� � �sx� �MDNVC��� e�
ICR t�
MD �� BW t�

NRM
� �NRM

�

In the above equation,t� is obtained as follows. Whens� � � ,
the following inequality holds.

Z ��sx��xd

�

ACR��t� � NRM � ��

Thens� is obtained from the following equation,
Z s�

�

ACR��t� �MD��� e�
ICR

MD
t��



That is,

s� �
MD

ICR
log

MD

MD � �NRM � ��
�

which determinest� from (6).
On the other hand, whens� � � , s� is given by

s� � �
MD

ICR
log

�
NRM � �

MD
� ��� e

ICR

MD
� � e

ACR����

MD
� �

	
�

If ACR is not decreased enough to sustain the queue length, the
queue length would still grow. In that case, a smaller value of
MRF should be used to decrease the maximum queue length.

4) Numerical Examples:
In this subsection, we provide numerical examples for EDS and
PEDS switches. The suggested control parameters in Appendix
are used exceptDQT ,QH andQL. DQT is set to 500, and both
QH andQL are set to 100 for comparison with EFCI and BES
switches.
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Initial evolutions ofQ�t� are plotted in Fig. 8. In this figure,
NVC is set to 50 and� is varied. The case of the EFCI switch is
also shown for comparison. The result of the BES switch is not
shown because it is almost same as the one of the EFCI switch. It
is remarkable that giving priority to RM cells in the PEDS switch
can drastically decrease the maximum queue length.

In Fig. 9, the maximum queue length in the EDS switch for
different values ofNVC ’s are plotted. The increase ofNVC
affects the maximum queue length directly while the propaga-
tion delay has little influence on it. The number of connections,
NVC , is still a major dominant factor for the maximum queue
length even in the case of the EDS switch. On the contrary,
the influence ofNVC on the maximum queue length becomes
less in the PEDS switch. For example, the required buffer for
PEDS switch becomes less than 3000 cells even if� � ���
(about 200 km) andNVC � ���. In the case of EFCI and EDS
switches, the corresponding values are 18,000 and 14,000, re-
spectively. Consequently, the PEDS switch can be valuable to
be implemented even though it requires an additional control
complexity.
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IV. CONCLUDING REMARKS
For further works, some mechanism to estimate the initial cell
rate appropriately according to the number of active connections
should be investigated. In general, it is not easy to know the
number of active connections in advance. However, an appro-
priate signalling protocol may realize such a mechanism.
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